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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract 

New technologies are influencing today's work and change social attitudes towards the organization and design of work. Against this background, 
the question arises as to how human-centred work design has to be in the digital age. In order to derive indications for work design, first it is 
necessary to find out which work conditions actually are present for different tasks and what their level of digitization is. This article focuses on 
the working conditions and the level of digitization of object-related tasks. These tasks are characterized by the fact that objects are processed or 
handled. In particular, it includes the task groups manufacturing, transporting and cleaning. 
For these three groups, current working conditions of N = 6.435 employees with object-related tasks were analyzed based on the BIBB/BAuA 
Employment Survey. Furthermore, the current state of digitization of N = 411 employees with object-related tasks was analyzed based on the 
survey Digitization and Change in Employment (DiWaBe). The results show, that a high proportion of physical work requirements and physical-
chemical environmental conditions have an impact on object-related tasks. Furthermore, the results indicate tendencies towards monotonous 
work processes. Object-related tasks show a rather low degree of digitization. However, especially in manufacturing and transport, detailed 
instructions are often given by means of various technologies. 
Based on the data analysis, a structured literature analysis was conducted about the current state of research on new technologies in object-related 
tasks. It was found, that research and practice is concerned with technologies that meet the high physical demands of object-related tasks in 
particular (e.g. HRC, exoskeletons). In addition, there are many approaches to support employees cognitively with digital assistance systems. 
This article present the results of the data and literature analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

Innovative technologies are influencing social attitudes 
surrounding the organizations as well as the design of work. 
Bundled in a focus programme called “occupational safety & 
health in the digital world of work” the Federal Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (BAuA) conducts research on 
human-centered work design in the digital age. For this 
purpose, one programme component analyzes the effects of 
digital change and the development of human-centered design 
principles within four different activity clusters: leadership and 
management, person-related tasks, information-based tasks 
and object-related tasks, on which this article focusses. 

Object-related tasks are characterized by the fact that 
material goods, which are fed into the work system as input, 
are transformed into a different state against the background of 
value creation [1]. This transformation of the objects condition 
can be spatial or temporal as well as qualitative or quantitative 
[2]. The spatial and temporal transformation of objects is 
particularly about transport and storage activities. Quantitative 
state transformation is found, among other things, in sorting 
and picking activities, while qualitative state transformation is 
particularly evident in the manufacturing, processing, 
treatment or cleaning of goods [3]. To investigate the 
possibilities of new technologies for supporting employed 
persons in object-related tasks, different steps were carried out. 
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1. Introduction 

Innovative technologies are influencing social attitudes 
surrounding the organizations as well as the design of work. 
Bundled in a focus programme called “occupational safety & 
health in the digital world of work” the Federal Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (BAuA) conducts research on 
human-centered work design in the digital age. For this 
purpose, one programme component analyzes the effects of 
digital change and the development of human-centered design 
principles within four different activity clusters: leadership and 
management, person-related tasks, information-based tasks 
and object-related tasks, on which this article focusses. 

Object-related tasks are characterized by the fact that 
material goods, which are fed into the work system as input, 
are transformed into a different state against the background of 
value creation [1]. This transformation of the objects condition 
can be spatial or temporal as well as qualitative or quantitative 
[2]. The spatial and temporal transformation of objects is 
particularly about transport and storage activities. Quantitative 
state transformation is found, among other things, in sorting 
and picking activities, while qualitative state transformation is 
particularly evident in the manufacturing, processing, 
treatment or cleaning of goods [3]. To investigate the 
possibilities of new technologies for supporting employed 
persons in object-related tasks, different steps were carried out. 
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First, we identified manufacturing, transporting and 
cleaning as subclusters representing object-related tasks. The 
analysis then included a data based study about current working 
conditions as well as about the level of digitization within the 
three subclusters. Furthermore, we collected and analyzed the 
current state of research on the use of new technologies in 
object-related tasks. The following sections describe the study 
design and report the results of the three analyses. 

2. Study design 

In the focus programme mentioned before the responsible 
researchers followed a common methodical approach for their 
analysis about knowledge-based, object-related, and person-
oriented work tasks as well as leadership and management. 
This mainly was done to ensure the highest possible 
comparability and quality assurance. The study design for 
object-related tasks thus corresponds to the other subclusters. 

2.1. Current working conditions 

The analyses of the current working conditions base on the 
BIBB/BAuA Employment Survey. This is a cross-sectional 
telephone survey of approximately 20,000 employed persons 
aged 15 and older who are in paid employment for at least 10 
hours per week. For the analyses, dependent employees 
between the ages of 15 and 65 were taken into account, if the 
data sets are completely valid. The survey focuses on questions 
about working conditions and the health situation of employees 
in the workplace. In addition, employees are asked about 16 
separated work activities and how often they perform each of 
these tasks [4]. By means of these activities, an identification 
of the three subclusters manufacturing, transporting and 
cleaning as object-related tasks was possible in the data sets. 
The exact detailed identification process is described in [5]. By 
this, n = 6,435 employees with object-related tasks were 
identified from a total of n = 17,500 respondents in the 
Employment Survey of 2018. The employees with object-
related tasks can be clearly distinguished from the comparison 
group of all other respondents (n = 11,127). 

2.2. Level of digitization 

The survey "Digitalization and Change in Employment" 
(DiWaBe) is a telephone survey on the effects of the digital 
transformation, which was conducted in 2019. The focus is on 
the spread of the use of digital technologies as well as on their 
social, work organization and health-related consequences. 
Approximately 7,500 employees from around 2,000 German 
manufacturing and service companies were surveyed. 
Randomly selected employees up to and including the age of 
65 were taken into account for the analyses, insofar as they 
provided valid information on the questions [5]. 

For the analysis of the level of digitization, we identified 
anchor occupational groups in the KldB 2010 [6], which 
represent the three subclusters by means of their task profile. 
The exact derivation of the sample can be found in [5]. In the 
DiWaBe n = 411 employees with object-related tasks were 
identified for the analysis from a total of n = 6,333 respondents. 

2.3. Current state of research 

Together, the responsible researchers developed parallelized 
review protocols before this review was done. In addition to 
defining the research questions, these contained a description 
of the individual search steps and basic inclusion and exclusion 
criteria for the selection of publications. We conducted a 
systematic search using an extended version of the PICO 
(population, intervention, control and outcomes) format to 
identify literature on the digital transformation. The following 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for articles were used: 

 Population: Workers or workplaces with manufacturing, 
transportation or cleaning tasks, aged 18-65 years. 

 Intervention: Research studies about the use of digital 
technologies for object-related tasks or changes of these 
work tasks associated with digital transformation. 
Laboratory studies about simulated object-related tasks in a 
work context. 

 Comparator: Any comparator including no intervention. 
 Outcomes: Physical/psychological outcomes related to 

OSH. Studies that only aimed to measure performance or 
productivity were excluded. 

 Study Design: All empirical research designs with both 
qualitative and quantitative findings. Non-empirical 
publications such as discussion articles, articles introducing 
concepts, models or applications, unsystematic reviews and 
non-research-related publications were excluded. 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis were included. 

 Period: Only journal articles published between January 
2007 and December 2020, in order to portrait contemporary 
effects of digital transformation on object-related tasks.  

 Language: Only articles written in English or German. 
 Databases: Web of Science, PubMed, and EbscoHost as 

well as hand search. 
 Other: No proceedings, reference lists or grey literature. 

To identify potentially relevant papers we used variants and 
combinations of search terms relating to 1) object-related tasks, 
2) information and communication technologies or digitization 
and 3) OSH related outcomes. The terms within these string 
categories were combined using a Boolean OR operator. The 
string categories itself were then combined using a Boolean 
AND operator. In addition, we performed an opportunistic 
backward and forward citation analysis. 

For publication selection within the identified references, 
initially all duplicates were removed. Studies were then first 
screened based on title and abstract, then by reading the full 
text to identify whether it met the following criteria: 
(1) Directly related to object-related tasks, (2) Reference to 
digitization, (3) Participants in employable age.  

Based on the full-text, we excluded studies as well based on 
the following criteria: technology only as measurement 
instruments; only technology development with usability tests; 
development of measurement instruments; prevalence of 
technology use only; modelling or simulation only; 
methodological contributions; only performance or 
productivity as outcomes. The lead reviewer screened the 
studies for inclusion, with a subsample done by a second 
reviewer. 
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3. Results 

This section describes the results of the three performed 
studies. For the analysis of the working conditions and the level 
of digitization, interference statistical methods were used. 
Primarily conspicuous differences between the subclusters and 
the respective comparison group are reported descriptively by 
means of rounded percentage values. The current state of 
research on the use of new technologies in object-related tasks 
was collected as described above and will be reported as 
qualitative results. 

3.1. Current working conditions 

Based on the analyses of the BIBB/BAuA Employment 
Survey of 2018, object-related tasks show high physical 
working conditions as well as strongly pronounced 
environmental influences compared to other employees. Fig. 1 
shows the characteristics of physical working conditions in the 
three subclusters compared to the comparison group. We can 
see that working in standing position and working with the 
hands occur significantly more frequently than in other tasks. 
In the case of transportation, there is also a high level of stress 
due to handling heavy loads, while work in forced postures 
notably is pronounced in the case of cleaning. 

 

Fig. 1. Physical requirements of workers with object-related tasks 

With regard to environmental influences, working under 
loud noise is more frequent in manufacturing and cleaning 
tasks than in the comparison group (56 %; 40 % vs. 27 %). In 
addition, handling oil, grease, dirt or grime (38 %; 37 % vs. 
18 %) as well as working under the influence of smoke, gases, 
dust or vapors (32 %; 24 % vs. 13 %) is stronger pronounced 

these two subclusters. Transporting and cleaning tasks are more 
frequently performing under difficult climatic conditions than 
other activities (39 %; 35 % vs. 21 %). 

Consistently, employees with object-related tasks in 
manufacturing, transporting and cleaning report a higher 
average value of musculoskeletal complaints than employees 
in the comparison group (2.1; 2.6; 2.5 vs. 1.9; scale: 1 to 5). 
Higher physical fatigue (37 %; 45 %; 42 % vs. 33 %) is also 
mentioned. 

In the case of object-related tasks, the factors influencing 
monotony are more pronounced overall than in the case of other 
employees. Against the comparison group, in object related 
tasks the working process is more frequently prescribed in all 
details. Furthermore, we can see a predetermination of work 
performance parameters and the majority of employees 
regularly repeat the same work operation (see Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Factors of monotony in object-related tasks 

With regard to the employees' scope of action, 47 % of the 
employees in the manufacturing sector are able to plan and 
schedule their work themselves, which is lower than in the 
comparison group (66 %). Employees in the transport sector 
are confronted with new tasks less often than other employees 
(31 % vs. 42 %). In cleaning tasks, learning and problem-
solving requirements are less frequent. Only 24 % of 
respondents frequently are confronted with new tasks at work. 

3.2. Level of digitization 

Based on the DiWaBe, the majority of employees 
considered in manufacturing tasks (57 %) state that they 
frequently use information and communication technologies 
(ICT) at work. This is a significantly lower proportion than in 
the comparison group (84 %). The smartphone in particular 
they use less frequently than other employees do. The use of 
other technologies such as desktop PCs, laptops and tablet PCs 
is roughly the same as in the comparison group. For 42 % of 
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respondents, it is common that technology provide them with 
instructions in their work. In manufacturing tasks, 68 % of the 
respondents report a frequent use of tools, machines, devices or 
equipment. The focus here is on stationary machines and 
equipment (66 %). The employees in the manufacturing 
subcluster also use modern trending technologies at work. For 
example, there is a partial use of technologies such as 
virtual/augmented reality, artificial intelligence or 3D printing. 

In transportation, only 57 % of respondents frequently use 
ICT at work. The focus here is on the use of smartphones. Other 
technologies such as desktop PCs or laptops are used less 
frequently. In contrast, employees use vehicles at work 
significantly more frequently (88 %) than people in the 
comparison group (25 %). In particular, the frequent use of 
trucks (84 %) significantly exceeds the corresponding value in 
the comparison group (11 %). For the majority of employees in 
transportation tasks, it happens that the technologies within the 
vehicles provide them with work instructions. 

In the cleaning subcluster, the use of technology is minimal. 
Respondents very rarely use information and communication 
technologies at work. A breakdown of the individual 
technologies is not possible due to this low proportion. 

3.3. Current state of research on new technologies in object-
related tasks 

Research into manufacturing tasks is based broadly. In the 
course of digitization, we see the investigation on possible 
applications of future technologies. An overview is provided 
by an online benchmark study on the importance of various 
technologies for companies in the industry [7]. They surveyed 
91 participants from industries related to manufacturing tasks. 
Participants provided an assessment, if specific technologies 
are important for future manufacturing or if they are already in 
use. Table 1 shows excerpts from the results for the automotive 
industry and other industrial manufacturing. 

Table 1. Assessment of various future technologies [7] 

Technology 
Automotive industry 

Important In use 
Collaborative robotics 74 % 23 % 
Self-learning systems 45 % 16 % 
Driverless transport systems 48 % 32 % 
Augmented Reality 58 % 10 % 
Exoskeletons 26 % 32 % 

Technology 
Industrial manufacturing 
Important In use 

Collaborative robotics 71 % 27 % 
Self-learning systems 49 % 27 % 
Driverless transport systems 42 % 24 % 
Augmented Reality 33 % 18 % 
Exoskeletons 24 % 20 % 

The fact that company representatives classify collaborative 
robots as the most important technology is consistent with the 
amount of research activity in this topic area within the 
literature. One author [8] addresses the concern that an 

increasing use of robotics and automation can lead to a 
substitution of humans in industrial routine work. The author 
also makes clear that a machine cannot replace humans so 
easily due to their characteristics in terms of flexibility and 
adaptability. The mutual support of humans and machines with 
their respective strengths also results in economic potentials 
[8]. The use of personally assisting service robots in 
manufacturing [9] represents still a small research area. A much 
broader topic is the physical support of humans by robotics. For 
example, in a case study of human-robot collaboration (HRC) 
in wire harness assembly, the authors report that the use of 
HRC offers potentials to improve the physical load as well as 
the posture of workers in their jobs [10]. Other research also 
concludes that the use of HRC can mitigate various 
musculoskeletal risk factors, such as bad postures and large 
physical load handling during repetitive movements [11]. 

An alternative technology to robotics for the physical assist 
of workers load handling are exoskeletons. However, this 
technology, and especially its potential for spinal relief, is more 
in focus of current research than in real implementation [12]. 

By means of stakeholder interviews, one study elaborate 
user requirements for human-robot collaboration in industrial 
manufacturing [7]. The authors report about the relevance that 
robotic systems are able to adapt to workers in terms of their 
parameters (safety level, speed etc.). Among other things, the 
employees' experience with robots, their preferred working 
methods, skills and physical characteristics must be taken into 
account. Furthermore, it is important that the robots can be 
controlled via mobile device, voice or gesture control and 
provide at least visual and auditory feedback [7]. 

A second major topic in research on manufacturing tasks is 
cognitive work assistance including the implementation of 
augmented reality (AR). In many cases, the use of digital, 
information-based assistance systems is investigated either for 
the provision of work instructions or for learning processes. In 
the first case, studies predominantly compare work instructions 
via digital information systems, e.g. smartphone or projectors 
to paper-based systems with regard to various factors such as 
usability, stress and performance [13]. One laboratory study 
state that a projection-based AR assistance system leads to 
increased user acceptance, improved performance, and reduced 
task complexity compared to paper-based instructions [14]. 
Other authors compare six different human-machine interfaces 
(e. g. data glasses, headset, and smartphone) as part of a field 
study in the automotive industry with a total number of 67 
quality assurance workers [15]. The results indicate that the 
implementation on a smartphone achieves the highest user 
acceptance. Furthermore, from the participants' point of view, 
smartphone and data glasses show the most potential. This 
potential of digital information provision during task execution 
can be supported by multimedia content [7]. Among other 
things, so-called serious gaming, implemented e.g. by using 
augmented or virtual reality, can increase the effectiveness of 
learning complex assembly activities [16]. Finally, it can be 
crucial to adapt the information provision and the level of 
support to the experience knowledge of the employees [7]. 

Self-controlling systems and artificial intelligence (AI) also 
play a central role in manufacturing research. There is an 
increasing number of general or prototype feasibility studies, 
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which focus more on functionality, efficiency and cost-
effectiveness than on relevance for employees. This includes 
driverless transport systems, which have been successfully 
developed and tested in the field of intralogistics [17]. 
However, some authors also address opportunities for 
cognitive support of employees in the execution of tasks as well 
as in learning processes [18]. One study present and investigate 
a context-sensitive assistance technology that supports 
employees with cognitive disabilities in an assembly task via a 
sensor and AI-based prompting system [19]. The authors report 
positive results in the task performance, so that this type of 
technology have possibilities for inclusion support. 

For tasks in the area of postal and parcel services, various 
research foci can be found, especially based on an increasing 
online trade and climate change factors [20]. There is an 
enormous increase in the number of packages delivered to 
organizations and individuals. On-time delivery and customer 
satisfaction are top priorities due to strong competition between 
different service providers [20, 21]. For employees, this means 
time and performance pressure at work. However, they are not 
always able to meet this for various reasons. Especially in inner 
cities, a large amount of vehicles result in crowded streets, 
traffic-related delays, and lack of stopping facilities [22]. 
Another reason is the frequency of incorrect deliveries. This 
results in increased time as well as handling costs due to 
redundancies in delivery [21]. Although the number of parcel 
stations and pick-up points is increasing, customer acceptance 
in this regard is lower in comparison to front door delivery [22]. 
If the amount of work remains the same, the time-bound stress 
for employees is very high. 

The digitization of many business processes at service 
providers is a great challenge. Many digital services have been 
implemented for customers, such as online payments or track 
& trace, which have an impact on employees [21]. Through live 
tracking systems, the work performance of the person 
delivering becomes transparent. In addition, employees need 
digital skills for these new digital tasks. The large volume of 
parcels generated by online retailing results in a large number 
of handling operations during working hours. These occur 
during loading and unloading of the vehicles as well as during 
manual transport between the vehicle and customer. One study 
is about using motion capturing for an ergonomic assessment 
of risks to the musculoskeletal system of postal workers [23]. 
The results indicate an increased risk of musculoskeletal 
disorders, particularly in the shoulders, cervical and lumbar 
spine for employees. Increased attention to OSH for postal 
workers is called for. Innovations in this topic may include 
physical assistance systems, such as exoskeletons [12]. 

In response to the relevance of customer satisfaction in 
terms of on-time delivery or minimal delivery times, research 
is also looking at the potential of drones for parcel delivery. 
The increase in efficiency in delivery times would also be 
associated in part with personnel cost savings for the 
companies and thus substitution effects on side of employees 
[20]. According to [24], however, the use of drones in this 
industry is still discussed very critically despite advanced 
technological developments. Beside the fact that the legal 
framework is not yet given in many countries, the author points 
out various reasons that currently speak against an introduction. 

High acquisition costs and restrictions on parcel delivery in 
terms of transport volume (only individual parcels), transport 
weight and battery life are mentioned. In addition, there is a 
limited range of the drones as well as a scattering in the landing 
accuracy. The use of drones results in a need for restructuring 
with regard to warehouses and transshipment points as well as 
the creation of a charging infrastructure. Further, there are 
existing safety risks as barriers [24]. These can arise due to 
fluctuating weather conditions, vandalism, and the interception 
or hacking of drones, resulting in crashing into people or 
colliding with other flying objects. One study also investigated 
the acceptance of drone use for parcel deliveries, in which 832 
telephone interviews were made with randomly selected 
participants in Germany [25]. The results show a critical 
attitude of the participants towards the use of drones. 59 % of 
the respondents reject drone deliveries. 71 % of the 
respondents cannot imagine using drones for their own 
purposes. Traffic safety, noise, privacy and animal protection 
were cited as reasons for the predominantly negative attitude. 

For cleaning, there is a small number of research activities 
in current literature. Studies mainly deal with the development 
of cleaning robots and its functionality. Because there is no 
clear reference to OSH, we do not report any results here. 

4. Conclusion 

For the described results, the data of two quantitative studies 
about work conditions and level of digitization were combined 
with a structured literature search. A common methodical 
approach within four different subclusters of work tasks was 
followed to ensure a high level of comparability. Here, the 
researchers are aware that the exclusion of proceedings, 
especially for manufacturing, is also associated with a loss of 
knowledge across the complete range of research. 

In the case of object-related tasks, there are two main areas 
of focus for the human-centered design of work by means of 
digital assistance systems: The physical support of employees 
on the one hand and the reduction of monotony and 
dequalification on the other. For object-related tasks, overall 
higher physical requirements can be identified compared to 
other employees. Work in standing position and handling of 
heavy loads frequently happen. Consistently, there are more 
musculoskeletal complaints and higher physical exhaustion. In 
addition, work under unpleasant environmental conditions 
occurs. In manufacturing, work under loud noise is 
pronounced. Employees with cleaning and transporting tasks, 
on the other hand, often work in unfavorable climatic 
conditions. Thus, the selection of digital assistance systems and 
its interaction design must take into account the respective 
physical requirements and environmental conditions for object-
related tasks. With a view to the current state of research, all 
three subclusters accordingly have in common the examination 
of the physical support of employees by digital assistance 
systems. Predominantly, the use of robots is investigated and 
many possible use cases are shown. The literature increasingly 
also deals with exoskeletons to support manual load handling. 
A human-centered use of physically supporting assistance 
systems can offer the chance to reduce risks for the 
musculoskeletal system of the employees. However, it is 
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important to adapt the respective systems and the associated 
interaction to the abilities and skills of the employee. 

In addition to the physical requirements, lower learning and 
interaction requirements are evident in object-related tasks. 
Employees are faced with new tasks less frequently. There is a 
high repletion of same operation steps during work in all 
subclusters, with employees often get predefined work 
performance parameters. It results in a tendency toward 
monotonous work processes in object-related tasks. In 
particular, employees in the manufacturing and transportation 
subclusters are often prescribed work instructions in all details. 
Within the two subclusters, this correspond to the results of the 
DiWaBe. The prescribed work method matches with the 
frequent reception of work instructions by ICT in 
manufacturing tasks and by technologies in vehicles in case of 
transporting tasks. The need for cognitive support in 
manufacturing tasks arises from the increasingly complex, 
varying assembly and products. In this area, mobile devices and 
augmented reality offer great potential for mental relief. Both 
during task execution and for learning processes, these can 
enable targeted, individually adaptable information provision. 
Here, it is important to design assistance systems that are 
favorable for learning and to adapt them to the respective 
knowledge of employees. For transportation tasks, the focus is 
on the digital competence development of employees. This is 
necessary in order to avoid a high level of stress for employees 
when dealing with the high amount of digital services. 
However, digital assistance systems can also downsize 
processes, save time and support necessary decisions through 
intelligent information exchange. This can lead to an additional 
support for employees, provided that the amount of work does 
not increase at the same time. At this point, a high degree of 
system transparency is required, as well as consideration of the 
scope of action and the knowledge of the employees. 

Overall, in object-related tasks there is currently only a 
small use of digital assistance systems. By the increasing use 
of modern intelligent ICT, however, there is enormous 
potential for supporting employees. In this context, existing 
work requirements must be taken into account. By means of 
suitable technologies, currently existing physical as well as 
mental stress factors can be reduced. Environmental influences 
can function as criteria for the selection of technology. 
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